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The Readathon

By Chloe

Do you like to read? Many books are fun and

interesting. You can try easy books, hard books, or

books that are just right, which is whatever is right

for just you. Everybody in Lakeville did the

Olympic Readathon from Monday, February 26,

until it ended on Thursday, March 22. The

read-a-thon was when everyone in Lakeville read as

much as they could for four weeks. We did this so

kids would read for more days each week, and we

also did this so we could learn and get smarter. We

started the read-a-thon by each getting one book,

and then Mrs. Zucal made an announcement telling

us to all go in the hall and read while poach

Mackenzie ran around the school with an Olympic

torch. When he was done running, we went back to

our classrooms and the readathon began. If we did a

readathon more often, we would be really smart, but

we are already smart because we all read a lot

already!

The Feelings Project!

By Evan and Bowie

OMG! Something is chasing us! OMG! I'm

scared! People have different feelings. Feelings

are not just happy, sad, and mad. Mrs. Cordon's

2nd grade class worked on a feelings project to

learn about the many different words for lots of

different feelings. In December, we did this

project in the computer lab and in our class. After

we chose a feeling to show and write a sentence

about, we made pictures of ourselves on Print

Shop. We had fun doing this project with the

class.

The Tiller Center

By Allison

Wow! Did you see the show Petra and the Wolf?

We saw Petra and the Wolf in the Auditorium of the

Tines Center. It was fun! The whole second grade

went on busses on a class trip to see this show at the

Tiller Center. We went in November after we read a

book about Peter and the Wolf. We learned about

the animals and the characters. We sat on nice chairs

in the auditorium and saw actors and puppets

perform the show. It was super fun!


